Register of Consultants in Hydrology
The BHS Register of Consultants in Hydrology includes
consultancy firms and independent consultants.
1. Consultancy Firms
Consultancy firms are each allocated a full page to advertise their hydrology related
services. These adverts are useful to organisations looking for a wide range of services in
the hydrological field. The fee for inclusion is £150.
2. Manufacturers of Hydro-meteorological Equipment and Software Products
This category is for firms or organisations that manufacture hydrometric or hydro
meteorological equipment or sell software products. Each are allocated a full page to
advertise their hydrology related services. This listing will be useful to organizations
interested in purchasing equipment or developing or purchasing software packages in
the hydrological field. The fee for inclusion is £150.
3. Independent Consultants
This category is for BHS members who act as independent consultants in the field of
hydrology. This was initiated in response to the many requests received by BHS
centrally, or by individuals and organisations, for the names of those who might be
available for specific tasks. The listing will be useful to other BHS members who are
asked to recommend somebody. Independent members pay an annual fee (currently
£30) for inclusion in the register.
The Listing
Those who would like to be included in the BHS website listing are invited to send the
relevant details to the BHS Honorary Treasurer (see website for email address).
Disclaimer
BHS provides this information as a service to its members and to others who may be looking for
hydrological advice and assistance. The Society has merely reproduced information supplied by those
listed and accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of the contents. Neither does the Society endorse
the listed individuals as being suitable for any particular task. The list is intended purely to facilitate
contact and it is entirely a matter for the potential client to satisfy himself or herself of the
consultant’s suitability.

